Agenda

Survey

Questions / Next Steps
Survey Time!

- Instant response tool to gather feedback
- On the following slides, a series of questions will appear followed by multiple choice options.
- Press the letter of your answer on your clicker.
- Responses will display in real-time

LET’S TEST IT OUT!
Which dessert do you prefer?

A. Ice Cream

B. Cake

[Bar chart showing 74% for Ice Cream and 26% for Cake]
To meet the needs of our 7-12 grade population, would you recommend:

A. Renovations to existing building(s)

B. Build new

C. Combination thereof
If renovations for 7–12 grades were the option, would you recommend a:

A. 3 Building Solution (High School, Roberts MS and Bolich MS)

B. 2 Building Solution (High School, Roberts MS or Bolich MS)
If new buildings for 7-12 grades were the option, would you recommend:

A. 2 Building Solution (7-8 and 9-12)
B. Single 7-12 Building
C. Need additional options
If a new single 7-12 building solution were the option, would you recommend:

A. High School Site

B. Bolich Middle School Site
If new buildings were the option, which of the following locally funded initiatives would you recommend at this time (select all that apply)

A. New Auditorium
B. Stadium Improvements
C. Expanded gymnasium and athletic spaces (interior – beyond OFCC sq. ft.)
D. Additional academic space beyond OFCC sq. ft.
E. Board Offices
To meet the needs of our PK–5 grade population, would you recommend:

A. Renovations to existing building(s)

B. Build new

C. Combination thereof
Due to declining enrollments, there are more elementary school buildings than needed for the current & projected enrollments. When considering consolidation, which elementary schools would you recommend demolishing based on the data we have studied (select all that apply):

A. Dewitt
B. Elizabeth Price
C. Lincoln
D. Newbery
E. Preston
F. Richardson
G. Schnee Learning Center
H. Silver Lake
I. None
J. Unsure
Knowing we likely have to segment the master plan due to funding and cost limitations, which segment do you feel is the priority?

A. Addressing PK-5 Needs  
B. Addressing 6-12 Needs  
C. Unsure

![Bar chart showing the distribution of responses]

- 73% for Addressing 6-12 Needs
- 23% for Addressing PK-5 Needs
- 3% for Unsure
To meet the needs of our PK–5 grade population, would you recommend:

A. Renovations to existing building(s)
B. Build new
C. Combination thereof
If new buildings were the option, which of the following locally funded initiatives would you recommend at this time (select all)

A. New auditorium
B. Stadium improvements
C. Expanded gymnasium and athletic spaces (interior beyond OFCC sq ft)
D. Additional academic space (beyond OFCC sq ft)
E. Board Offices

[Bar chart showing percentages: New auditorium 15%, Stadium improvements 48%, Expanded gymnasium and athletic spaces 15%, Additional academic space 78%, Board Offices 11%]
Do we want to stay with current grade configurations?

A. Current PK–5, 6–8, 9–12
B. PK–6, 7–12
C. PK–2, 3–5, 6–8, 9–12
D. PK–2, 3–6, 7–8, 9–12
E. PK–3, 4–6, 7–12
F. Other
G. Unsure

**NEED TO REPOLL AND ADD PK CENTER**
Q & A

Thank You!